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Patent Search Methodology
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Module-2-Patent Search Methodology 1. Overview & Importance of Patent Search 2. Need of patent search 3. Types of Patent Search 4. Use of Patent Search 5. Structure of Patent 6.



Tools for patent search



7.



Demonstration of different patent search tools (Esp@cenet and IPO-database)



1. OVERVIEW & IMPORTANCE OF PATENT SEARCH “Search” means to find out all relevant information related to invention and which is already existed before the date of invention. Major source of this information would be patent documents. Because study states that 75% information, which is available as patent documents, are never published elsewhere. Search of relevant information only in technical journals and nontechnical literatures (by using www.sciencedirect.com or www.google.com as search engine respectively) will give us only 25% hits, which is regarded as “Literature Search”. Therefore, more refined and in-depth search of patent literature is needed, which is regarded as “Patent Search”. Patent search in most systems of patent law constitutes all information that has been made available to the public in any form before a given date that might be relevant to a patent‟s claims of originality. If an invention has been described in patent search, a patent on that invention is not valid. Patent search is the process by which prior inventions or ideas are examined, with the goal being to find information that bears close similarity to a given patent or proposed invention. The documents searched during a patent search may include granted Indian, U.S. and foreign patents, published patent applications, and non-patent literature, such as the Web, product literature, and scientific journals and databases. Patent search may include: Previous patents Gujarat Technological University, Ahmedabad
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Patent Search Methodology Trade journal articles Publications (including data books and catalogs) Public discussions (conference and seminar) Trade shows Brochures Products, devices & equipments Patent searches are generally performed to discover whether or not a particular invention is truly original or if, in fact, it has already been patented. The reasons for performing a patent search are many. The most obvious is to determine whether or not you can get a patent or if your invention has already been patented. Other reasons include: Understand competition Avoid patent infringement Write your patent application Learn more about your field of invention Save the cost of patenting process Getting a general idea of how an application and patent is structured to help in the preparation or your own application Learning more about a new field For market information Competitor tracking Technology tracking



2. NEED OF PATENT SEARCH There are many possible reasons for need of a patent search. Some examples are: An inventor would like to make sure his invention is unique before he spends time and money to obtain a patent (this would be a Novelty search). A patent examiner at Patent Office carries out Patent search to check the relevant prior art, if any existed, and cite them on his First Examination Report (FER) to be sent to the applicant. Depending on the similarity between the prior-art cited and accused application, the Controller may reject the patent application for further proceedings or allow it with some amendments. (this would be Novelty Search) A company would like to produce a product, and although they do not wish to patent the product themselves, they want to make sure that they do not get sued by someone else that might have already patented the idea (this would be an Infringement search). Company A is making a product, and is being sued by Company B, which believes it holds a patent on the product, and Company A would like to prove that Company B‟s patent is invalid (this would be a Validity search). A researcher would like a comprehensive listing of the most recent patents in a certain field, to help guide his research (this would be a State-of-the-Art search). Gujarat Technological University, Ahmedabad
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Before Patent Application - By Researcher Or by Innovator company - To know the trend in particular field - NOVELTY SEARCH



Patent Search



After Patent Granting - By Competitor company - To invalidate the granted patent - INVALIDITY SEARCH



During Patent Prosecution - By Patent Examiner at the Patent Office - To know the relevant prior art, if any, existed - NOVELTY SEARCH Fig: 1- Stages of Patent when Patent Search required
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3. TYPES OF PATENT SEARCH There are many different types of patent searches, including Novelty searches (also called Patentability searches), Infringement searches (also called Clearance, Freedom to Operate, or Right To Use searches), Validity searches (also called Invalidity, or Enforcement Readiness searches), and State of the Art searches (also called Collection searches). Each type of search has a different purpose, and demands a different search strategy. - Novelty Search/ Patentability Search -Validity Search -Infringement Search -Clearance Search - State-of-the-art search - Patent Landscape Search 1. Novelty Searches/ Patentability Search The Novelty search, also referred to as a Patentability search, is the most common type of patent search. Novelty searches are conducted when an inventor has an invention which he is interested in patenting, and wishes to determine if anyone has previously invented anything similar or identical. This search is to determine whether the subject, in concern, can be patentable, whether it is valid, whether it is original, and whether it is self-explanatory. Therefore, it is advisable that the patentability search should be conducted before the development of the invention. The purpose of this search is to determine whether a prior patent (or prior technology) exists. The inventor can search useful prior data in preparing for patent application. The search of invention ideas or prior technology in relation to patents already applied can enable the application decision after confirming the possibility of acquiring the rights, and is the most fundamental utilization method to widen and strengthen rights acquisition by enabling the adjustment of the claim. Novelty searches generally have no date constraints on the patent search. In other words, if you find prior art that reads on the invention, it does not matter whether the prior art is from yesterday or 100 years ago – it is relevant. The reason for this lack of date constraints has to do with patent law: Anything that has already been disclosed to the public, in any manner, at any time, cannot be patented. What to be searched in a Patentability Search? – Full text specification and claims of granted patents and published patents from all major patent offices of the world (World wide database) Gujarat Technological University, Ahmedabad
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Patent Search Methodology – Technical publications (like journals) and non-technical publications (like product brochures) 2. Validity Searches The idea behind a validity search is that the Patent Office may have issued the patent (or allowed specific claims contained in the patent) in error. Examiners are pretty good at what they do, but they are not infallible and they are often operating under severe time constraints. They may have missed a relevant piece of prior art, and this resulted in them granting a patent with claims that never should have been allowed. The situation with a Validity search is often that a company has made a product that infringes upon another company‟s patent, and they are being sued as a result. One way to win an Infringement case is to invalidate the patent in question. If a patent search can locate prior art that reads on the claims of the patent in question, those claims will be struck from the patent. The patent owner then loses his legal right to sue over products that would infringe on those claims. Whereas a written description of the invention forms the basis of a novelty search, validity searches are done on existing patents, and that patent will serve as the disclosure. What to be searched in a Validity Search? – Search is mainly focused on the claims of granted patents and published patents from all major patent offices of the world (World wide database) – Technical publications (like journals) and non-technical publications (like product brochures) – All these prior art search should be carried out for documents having priority earlier to that of the date of filing (or date of priority, whichever is earlier) of patent in question. In short, any thing published before the date of filing of patent in question. 3. Infringement Searches It is used to determine whether an enforceable patent claims the same subject matter as your concept or unpatented invention. Accordingly, the document set for these searches consists of only unexpired patents only. Patent Infringement search is needed prior to making, using or selling a product or service in the market, when you might suspect the evidence of patented technology. Some time it is also conducted prior to drafting claims in your own patent applications.
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Patent Search Methodology What to be searched in an Infringement Search? – Normally only searching of patents is required. Non-patent literature is normally not necessary, since the issue is whether or not the client would infringe an enforceable patent claims. – Here patent search is further limited by searching it in the database of particular country, wherein the case of infringement is happened or will going to be happened. The reason is that patent having “territorial rights”, so patent enforced in one county will not protect your right in another country. – Only in-force patents are of concern, so we have to limit Patent search by selecting date range of the last 20 years. – Careful reading of the Claims of each relevant patent is very essential. Remember, it is the Claims, not the descriptions found elsewhere in a patent, which determine what it would take to infringe that patent.



4.Clearance Search It is also called “Right-to-Use Searches” or “Freedom-to-Operate Searches”. Clearance searches are used to determine whether a party has “clearance” to make, use and sell an inventive concept. Clearance is established when a patent has not been infringed or has otherwise expired. It is needed prior to bringing a product to market. It encompasses all features of an “Infringement Search” as well as broader than Infringement search. Because in case of Infringement search, search is limited to particular country while in case of Clearance search, search is carried out for relevant patents enforce around the world (using world wide database). It also helps to decide whether the inventive concept can be used all over the world without any allegations of infringement or there is need for licensing. What to be searched in a Clearance Search? – It is considered to be combination of Patentability Search + Infringement search – Full text specification and claims of granted patents and published patents from all major patent offices of the world (World wide database), with special emphasis on enforceable patent claims. – Search of Expired patents, technical publications (like journals) and non-technical publications (like product brochures) are also to be carried out to learn what exist in public domain and, therefore, is free to use.
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Patent Search Methodology 5.State-of-the-art searches The term “State-of-the-Art Search” often means different things to different people. Therefore, if you are a professional patent searcher it is crucial to understand what the client is asking for before beginning this type of search (as it is with any search, but perhaps more so here). Generally, a State-of-the-Art Search is designed to quickly allow scientists and product development teams to determine the direction of research activities in a given field. Business development teams conduct them prior to the marketing of a technology or to assist them with licensing. Some companies conduct them to reassess the importance of their patent portfolio and technical contributions to a joint venture. Sometimes these kinds of searches indicate the opportunity for strategic business acquisitions (ie. Merger & Acquisitions). What to be searched in a State-of-the-art Search? – Full text specification and claims of granted patents and published patents from all major patent offices of the world (World wide database) – Technical publications (like journals) and non-technical publications (like product brochures) – Search is carried out for whole technical field or a part of technical field according to the requirement of person concerned – It is not limited to unexpired patent like in case of Infringement search – It is not limited to one inventive concept like in case of Patentability search. If this kind of search is carried out for longer period of time, then it is regarded as “Collection Search” instead of “Current State of the art”



6. Patent Landscape Search It is a one type of state-of-the-art search. It involves deeper analysis of patent and non-patent references after completion of the state of the art search. The study often results in the categorization of patents into fundamental discoveries versus incremental improvements, a visual display of patenting over time periods, the history of a technology‟s development, and even analyses of inventor collaborations. The patent landscape study may further identify key innovator groups over defined periods of time. Patent landscape is often conducted to determine whether to enter a specific research area. A landscape can significantly improve your ability to make business decisions by providing an overview of patent activity in specific technology areas. Using aspects of competitive
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Patent Search Methodology intelligence, a landscape study is something that could anticipate any product liability issues in the future.



The patent landscape study helps: – To monitor markets of interest – To identify gaps in and improve your research and development – To determine which of your prospective patents will have significant commercial value – To confirm which inventions are now in the public domain – To give better understanding of current competitors and identity future ones. What to be searched in a Patent Landscape Search? – It involves all features of State-of-the-art search – It involves the different types of analysis on data generated by State-of-the-art search – In short, it is nothing but the analysis of large data set, both patent and non-patent documents, generated by State-of-the-art search.



4. USE OF PATENT SEARCH The result of Patent Search can be utilized for different purposes. Some of them are listed as under: Gain competitive intelligence; by innovator company Monitor industry trends; by innovator company Uncover new markets and market opportunities; by innovator company Identify licensing opportunities; by patent holder company Make, build or buy decisions; by third company Find solutions to technological problems; by Research merger or acquisition candidates; by Explore investment opportunities; by capital venture company Discover top inventors for recruiting purposes; by innovator company Protect your current intellectual assets; by patent holder company
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5. STRUCTURE OF PATENT Structure of Patent Application Any Patent Application filed in Indian Patent office should possess following structure: – Title of invention – Name of applicant(s), nationality and address – Name of inventor(s), nationality and address – Preamble of application – Field of invention – Background of Invention – Object of invention – Summery of Invention – Detailed description – Claims – Figures (if any) – Abstract Searchable fields of Indian Patent After 18 months of the date of filing, application get published by the Patent Office in the Paten office journal with following details o Application Number o Date of Application o Date of Publication o Title Of Invention o International Patent Classification (IPC) o Name And Address Of The Applicant o Name Of Inventors o Priority Details (if any) o Abstract (With OR Without Figure) Patent Search of Indian patents can be possible using Indian Patent office database (available free online) by using any of above mentioned field. Non-searchable fields of Indian Patent At present following fields are not available online for search. These include: – Field of invention – Background of Invention Gujarat Technological University, Ahmedabad
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Patent Search Methodology – – – – –



Object of invention Summery of Invention Detailed description Claims Figures (if any)



If it is required, then full text patent article can be retrieved from the patent office by paying requisite fees in the patent office. The work of digitalization in the patent office is going on. Once it get completed, search using above mentioned field can also be possible. Searchable fields of International Applications and World wide patens Most of the major Patent Offices of the world, viz. USPTO, EPO, WIPO etc. are publishing full text patent articles, in which each above mentioned searchable-fields as well as non-searchable fields can be searched online. Structure of Indian Patent (Searchable fields)
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Patent Search Methodology Structure of US Patent (First page of Searchable fields)



NB:- Apart from above mentioned first page, whole detailed description including claims are available for online search Gujarat Technological University, Ahmedabad
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6. TOOLS FOR PATENT SEARCH There are various Free databases as well as paid databases are available for Patent Search. The list of some important databases is given as under. a. Online Free databases Search Databases Google



Web link



Scope of search



www.google.com



Google‟s Patent Search USPTO



http://www.google.com/patents



General search engine; Not suitable for Patent Search US patents only



http://patft.uspto.gov/



US Patents only



EPO



www.worldwide.espacenet.com



Patent Scope (WIPO) Free Patents Online



http://www.wipo.int/pctdb/en/



- EP Patents - WIPO patents - World wide patens WIPO Patents



http://www.freepatentsonline.com/



Patent Facilitation Centre (PFC) Indian Patent Office



http://www.indianpatents.org.in/db/db.htm



BigPatent India



http://india.bigpatents.org/



http://ipindia.nic.in/patent/patents.htm
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Paid Databases Micropatent http://www.micropat.com/static/index.htm



Derwent



http://www.thomsonreuters.com/products_services/scientific/DWPI



Aureka



http://www.thomsonreuters.com/products_services/scientific/Aureka



Delphion



http://www.delphion.com/



LexisNexis



http://www.lexisnexis.com/patentservices/priorart/



Dialog



http://www.dialog.com/



Hoover



http://www.hoovers.com/free/



Patent Search Express Patent Insight Pro



http://www.patentsearchexpress.com/



http://www.patentinsightpro.com/



World wide patents World wide patents World wide patents World wide patents World wide patents World wide patents World wide patents World wide patents World wide patents



Special features: – Advantage of these paid databases is that, in addition to simple patent search, they also provides multitude of applications like Data mining, Data Processing & Data Analysis. – “Patent Landscape Search” is only possible by using any of the paid databases only. – Features of services and extent of coverage of world wide patent documents are varying among different service providers.
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7. European Patent Office (EPO) [esp@cenet] www.worldwide.espacenet.com Home Page of esp@cenet website



Lets assume that our invention is about “Mobile GPS based payment system” and we want to do Patent Search. To do so Click on Advanced Search option
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Enter Key words in “Title OR Abstract Field” Say for Example our invention belongs to Mobile GSM technology then first key word is “Mobile”, so enter “mobile” in Title Or Abstract field
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Press “Enter” key, so list of patents will come which are known as “Hits”.
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Patent Search Methodology In this case, number of hits are > 1 lac, which are difficult to study. So it need to be narrow down. Now add “Mobile AND GSM” in “Title OR Abstract field”



Now we are getting 8697 hits, which is still difficult to read individually. So now add 3rd key word that is “road”
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Now we are getting only 285 hits.
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Patent Search Methodology Still if you want to add we can add 4th Key word that is “Payment”



So now we are getting only 4 hits, which you can study easily. Now to see, patent document in detail, click on “Title” part.
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Patent Search Methodology Now abstract and other details will come. If you are interested in full documents, then click on “Original documents” on left hand side of the screen.



The whole document is available in .pdf format. But it may be available in different language depending on the resident country of applicant. But if it is in English and you want to study it, click on “Download button”.
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Enter the same number appears in dialog box in the box provided and click on submit button. The whole document in .pdf format will get saved in your system. Then read that particular Patent and understand what that patents’ tells us about the technology and like that.



Advantage: – –



– – –



It is the most exhaustive database for Patent search, which available absolutely FREE. It provides free search for three type of databases i) EP database : All patent application published by EPO within last 24 months ii) WIPO database: All patent application published by WIPO in last 24 months iii) World wide database: All patent application published by EPO & WIPO before 24 months duration + more than 60 million patents from 90+ countries It provides 3 option for searching; a) Quick Search; b) Advanced Search; c) Number Search (either Application number/ Priority Number) It updates the database weekly on each Wednesday.



 Limitations – Knowledge of syntax is required to carry out search using this database  Syntax for Searching using EPO database [esp@cenet] Gujarat Technological University, Ahmedabad
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Patent Search Methodology i) Use of Boolean operators like “AND, OR, NOT” – Purpose and Use of Boolean operators are very similar as describe under USPTO. – Only difference is that instead of “ANDNOT”, here we have to use “NOT” and maximum of three operators can be used per input field, and a total of 20 within the search mask as a whole. ii) Use of Truncation by using Wildcards Similar to USPTO database, here also we can use truncation symbols (wildcards) to include either the plural form of a word, or alternative spellings etc. There are three different wildcard characters available: * stands for a string of characters of any length (standard sign for truncation in internet) ? stands for zero or one character # stands for exactly one character For example, to find patents having in the title the word car or cars type car? In the title field. iii) Default operators We can enter search terms without having to type in the default operators like AND or OR, as the system automatically uses the correct operator within the following fields: – – – – –



For the title and abstract fields, the default operator is AND For the publication number , publication date, application number and priority number fields, the default operator is OR For the inventor and applicant fields, the default operator is AND For the ECLA and IPC fields, the default operator is AND The mandatory operator for combining 2 or more input fields is AND



iv) Limitation for search string There are certain limitations for search string: – Maximum of 4 search terms per field – Maximum of 21 search terms and 20 operators per mask – When combining search fields the default operator is AND and cannot be changed – Apostrophes, slashes and hyphens cannot be used. Please use blanks instead
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7.2 INDIAN PATENT OFFICE (IPO) DATABASE http://ipindia.nic.in/patent/patents.htm



Home page of Indian Patent office website. We are currently interested in “Patents”, so click on it.
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Another screen for Patens will open. Now click on “Granted Patents”.
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Once again click on “Granted Patents”
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Search Screen will appear like above.
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Patent Search Methodology Select “Abstract” in Field part.
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Select in the next field “containing” Add key word in next blank field. In our example 1st key word is “Mobile”, enter it
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Patent Search Methodology So total 1861 patents are granted in the field of Mobile in India so far. So it is required to narrow down your search. Add 2nd key word that is GPS



Select once again “Abstract” as shown in below
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Add another key work that is GPS and see many hits you are geeing.
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Patent Search Methodology Now we are getting only 24 patents, which are easy to manage. To download document, click on “Paten t no.”



Home page of Opened patents, which shows Title, applicant name, Inventor name, Abstract etc. To download whole document, put click on “View Documents name”
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Now, there is chance that “Pop up” is blocked. So select it and “Always Allow it”
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Patent Search Methodology After this, click on “View Documents”, we will get all forms, that applicant has filled. Importance one is Form 2 with detailed description.



You can download n number of files. Example of Patent downloaded:
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Patent Search Methodology Above is the snap shot of patent belongs to “Mobile and GSM” Advantage: – It provides search facility for two types of databases; 1. Indian patent application published after 18 months (but yet not granted) from 1 January 2005 onwards.



st



st



2. Indian Patents granted from 1 January 1912 onwards. – It is comparatively simple database for searching. – It also provides search facility according to the particular patent office [ie. Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, Kolkata or All]



   Limitations – It provides search for limited field only for published as well as granted Indian Patent application. [viz. title, date of filing, date of publication, name of applicant, name of inventor, Abstract etc.] – It does not provide search for detailed description or claims.



   Syntax for searching using IPO database  (A) Field Search It provides search facility for different fields viz. – Title – Abstract – Application Number – Applicant„s name – Inventor name – International Patent classification (IPC) – Patent Number – Name of Patentee – Publication Date
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(B) Use of Boolean operators like “AND, OR, ANDNOT”



Its purpose is to search two terms using two search fields. Functions of these operators are very similar to USPTO. By default NOTSELECTED option will appear.
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8. WHAT IS NEXT AFTER PATENT SEARCH?



After successful completion of a Patent search, researchers have to follow below mentioned steps: – Read the important patent documents found out during Patent search. – Check the degree of similarity between different embodiments given in published / granted patent as compared to your invention. – Check the non-obviousness criteria of by comparing searched patent with your invention. – If numbers of similar / likely patents are more then use Patent Analysis or say Patent Landscape software to filter out excess patents and retain only most relevant patents. – After Patent Analysis followed by reading of their claims, if you found that your invention is not falling under their umbrella, you can begin with drafting of your patent application. – Patent drafting is an art of science and it involves the use of techno-legal skill. If it is not carefully drafted then chances of rejection would be more. Therefore it is advisable for beginners to take the assistance of Patent Agent or Patent Attorney to draft their application. But if you are well verged with drafting then you can do it by your own. – After careful drafting you can file your Patent Application as a o



1) Provisional Application OR



2) Complete Application.



– After filing, publication and followed by examination of your patent application will be done by Patent examiners and they generate some query that you have to resolve. – After successful office action, if everything is good then you get a ―Grant of Patent. .
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